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Cities at Risk‐ Making Cities Resilient Campaign 

A majority of the world’s population now lives in cities, making the citie
cial and economic development of nations vital. Cities are the lifelines of m
ties, centres for progress and innovations.  But most cities are growing qu
uncontrolled and are faced with serious challenges increasing urban probl
The UN‐International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction UN‐ISDR launc
2011 World Disaster Risk Reduction Campaign “Making Cities Resilient” that addresses 
issues of local governance and urban risk. The Global Risk Forum GRF D
ched by its partner UN‐ISDR to build a network o
internationally in disaster management knowledge and experience ex
and GRF Davos would like to use the opportunity to initialize such a Sw
the IDRC Davos 2010 as a pilot for other cities worldwide.  

Please find more information on the conference in general and the prog
www.grforum.org.  Do not hesitate to contact us personally for any questions. Your 
participation at the IDRC Davos 2010 is understood free of charge, simply contact 
astrid.heinrich@grforum.org  indicating your focus area. We would be happy to update 
you about interesting interview partners, new facts or background stories and inform 
you regularly about the developments within the field of disaster risk management,  
disaster risk prevention  and climate change adaptation.  
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